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like a hummingbird
—Regina Dugan1

As Regina Dugan spoke these words during her 2012 TED conference talk, a small
nineteenth director of the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA),
was delivering an inspirational talk about how “scientists and engineers change the

no stranger to the process of human progress; animal and insect forms have always
served as models, as well as subjects, for sites such as human medical experimentation,
discussing the importance (after speed) of maneuverability in conceptualizing warcraft
[h]ummingbirds are not hypersonic, but they are maneuverable; in fact, the hummingbird is
shows image] is a
[She pauses

2
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This reliance upon the living hummingbird’s mobility represents an ongoing “in-

reliance upon animals, a reliance too often viewed as one-sided and long interwoven
as
historic parallel between animals and machines has served to complicate human–animal
relations, and yet, despite the increasing ability to mechanically replicate the motions,
maneuverability, and speed of animals, we still revert back to the forms of animal
3

My recent research focuses on human–animal–technological engagements in cultural and performance practices, and addresses how performance might occupy a
space for illuminating how the technologization of animals—for meat, on video, in

we accept their mediated stand-ins, forgetting the material conditions and lived lives

3

nonhuman animal to distinguish within the kingdom Animalia, for
animal
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the robotic hummingbird to the multiple horse ontologies of War Horse—are entangled

of animal and machine in a side-by-side trajectory to more of a triangulation among
human, animal, and machine, a space in which to begin to introduce more collaborative

becoming-animate, which allows encounters at the intersection of animality, technology,
Although
the concept has
allowed for open and generous readings in human–animal relations as an attempt to
Guattari explain in A Thousand Plateaus 5

6

ing with—all these make us responsible in unpredictable ways for which worlds take
7
his dance among humans, animals, and machines,
which grows more complicated as technologies advance, has often been a mimetic
sensory attunement—palpable and vibrant—that reveals the interrelationships and

upon one another, we must take responsibility and seek a sense of collaboration over

9

The inclusion of technology is a critical aspect of the possibility of becoming-animate,

5

6

7

Journal of Dramatic Theory and Criticism
A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia,
Metamorphoses: Towards a Materialist Theory of Becoming
Donna Haraway, When Species Meet
Theatre Journal
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Haraway, When Species Meet

studies offers a new perspective on that overlap of culture and performance space that
10

performance elements (including literary, dramatic, and social) in cultural animal prac11
She
12

studies and performance studies have now generated such diverse scholarship that

digesting duck automata (1739), to Eadweard Muybridge’s horse photographs and
Étienne-Jules Marey’s
La Machine Animale
between machines and animals, as Jussi Parikka explains in his Insect Media
allows us to engage with the basic principles of how mechanics work, with the addi13

Humans try to understand and appropriate what animals can do, and animals fuel our
imaginations—even as extinctions, environmental factors, and urbanization threaten

to the human desire to interact with the environment, and traces these mimetic pracYet, this feeding back to
state of perpetual vanishing

15

Electric Animal
16

Perhaps it is, paradoxically, within the arguably marginalized form of performance
of performance practices, animality, and technologies might shape an understanding
Modern Drama
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Jussi Parikka, Insect Media: An Archaeology of Animals and Technology

Electric Animal: Towards a Rhetoric of Wildlife
About Looking

-
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Following scholars like Deleuze and Guattari, my work has often relied upon affecto seize hold of ideas and our imagination and to rethink these crucial relationships
metaphor or symbol, ideas of affect may better express ideas of relations between
terms affect/affection as “a prepersonal intensity corresponding to the passage from

Parikka, who explores
insects at the intersection of media and animality, writes that “[i]ndeed, affect is one
17

an individualized entity and to grasp the interconnected nature of bodies of various

rights are perhaps correct in insisting on greater advocacy, or, as Nicole Shukin argues in Animal Capital: Rendering Life in Biopolitical Times, more “possible openings for
19
So while becoming-animate is a concept largely based on notions of affect
and on unpicking and analyzing moments of the interconnectedness among humans,
animals, and technologies, this essay also attempts to consider the material realities
Shedding light upon
practices in automobility, telemobility, and biomobility that are reliant upon animals,
Shukin argues that “animal and capital are increasingly produced as a semiotic and
material closed loop, such that the meaning and matter of the one feeds seamlessly
21
her goal is to make “their contin22
War Horse certainly produces an
animal–capital loop, by returning to the space of performance and locating the seams
producing a becoming-animate, these strands might begin to disengage, leaving room
20

Crossing Species Lines
—War Horse

War Horse, the camera cuts to an open

A Thousand Plateaus
Parikka, Insect Media
19
Nicole Shukin, Animal Capital: Rendering Life in Biopolitical Times
17

20
21
22

-

The scene stages an important historical
turning point—a transitional period when the animal body was being replaced by
23

Although industrialization gradually lessened human reliance upon animal labor in
farming, transport, and war, this replacement paves the path toward a disconnected

standing that many of these horses and their riders raced to their slaughter plays on
War Horse (for those who have not encountered its novel, theatrical, or cinematic
version) is the story of a horse, Joey, who is sold off of a Devon farm into war in the

bravery, and survival, the story, as epitomized in the scene described above, also
illustrates the period when the mobile animal body is transforming in service to a

signals a triumph of technology over animality that overrides the previous interspeant upon the memory and form of the animal safeguards the living animal from harm
perspective, perhaps it prevents a harnessing and testing of these birds as the carrier

interspecies
argue, can now expand beyond the biological to include a technological species like

23

losing 70 percent of its men (War Horse: Fact & Fiction
http://www.warmuseum.ca/cwm/exhibitions/guerre/photo-e.aspx?PageId=2.B.1.k&photo=3.D.2.z&f=%2Fcwm%
2Fexhibitions%2Fguerre%2Fgerman-offensive-e.aspx
War Horse
The Mail Online
http://
(accessed
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technological forms epitomize the closed animal–capital loop that Shukin suggested
and are not open enough to consider how their components might change and shape

and law-making, interspecies research refers to “studies that combine genes, gametes,
embryos, or embryonic stem (ES) cells from human and nonhuman species at the earDistinctions among types of interspecies research are

problematic, [it] encompasses research and therapies that combine human–nonhuman DNA, cells, tissues, or organs without involving human embryos or potentially
25
An example here might include the use of pig valves to
more complicated, because it takes place as a “human–nonhuman cell transfer at the
26

The focus in all of this rhetoric

nonhuman enough to bolster our species, but not enough to risk a contamination of
Yet, perhaps it is only this contamination that would force an understanding of what
chimeras, animal–human hybrids, cybrids, cross-species embryo transfer, and nonhu27

new distinctions and vocabularies, such as bio-art, open up discussions across species
images at once invite curiosity and discussion, which is a welcome effect, and risk
it is the curiosity and
29

Chimeras, Hybrids, and Interspecies Research: Politics and Policymaking

-

25
26
27
chimeras are
created by combining cells from two genetically different individuals; 2) animal–human hybrids are cre-

she states, are unlikely to be gestated to birth, but invoke vivid imagery in the public imagination; 3)
cybrids are created by transferring a human cell nucleus to an enucleated animal egg, largely to develop
cross-species embryo transfer, which refers to the transfer of a human embryo
to a nonhuman uterus, which she says is also unlikely; and 5) nonhuman–human transgenics refers to
splicing human DNA to nonhuman embryos (common) or nonhuman DNA to human embryos (not

29

a human-centric position, there are also ethical concerns and limitations to how the animal, especially
of Marco Evaristti, whose 2000 piece Helena
Aloi, Art and Animals

The Postmodern Animal

perhaps most afraid—what if traces of one are left in another? Might we have to expand
other species? How can this triangulation open out to better include and respect the

Harlequin Coat project explored the co-culturing of skin cells with multiple
species; or Doo Sung Yoo, whose organ–machine hybrid projects include the “Robotic
30

interspecies examples within art contexts, these artists start to create dialogues remind-

while arguably challenging, are crucial to the types of animal visibility in contempo-

31

to where

32

in which the displacement or abandonment of living animal bodies to their machinic
or hybrid replacements might not go overlooked, but instead can also be understood

Reproducing, Replacing, and Rendering the Animal
The technologization of animals, in all its vast complicated processes, is too often

these animals (but that can be applied to other political and economic concerns over

asserts that “sentimentality about animal species blinds humans to the force of our
33

30

Performance, Identity, and
the Neo-Political Subject
bio art projects, see his website, available at http://www.ekac.org/; also see the website of new media
artist Doo Sung Yoo for more information on his organ–machine hybrids and other works, available
at http://doosungyoo.com/home.html
31
32

Electric Animal

33

The Animal within Culture

Captured:
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the way that animals are experienced and understood, and it manipulates human
Actual animals have become less visible in daily
the occasional trip to the countryside to activate their understandings of what animals
are or do, and rarely do these experiences involve the realities of the caging, processing
War Horse, a
nostalgic sentimentality to our bonds with a more natural world and with the animal

memorialization of the horse body replaces any kind of critical understanding of the
materiality of how animal bodies are controlled and used in the history of war and in
both the automotive and cinematic industries, signaling a gradual turn to a mediated
rather than a material animal,35
36

into a technology to be further appropriated and replaced in the cultural imagination,
War Horse
died over the course of the war because they were no match for the weaponry used,
War
Horse Fact & Fiction
“The horses were so vulnerable to artillery and machine
37

War Horse’s celebration of these
-

the robotic hummingbird drone is so desirable, because the awkward and lumbering
ability to fully match the animal’s versatility or agility, represents the horse’s last act,
literally—both diagetically and extra-diagetically—signaling the live animal’s (here
The Life of Pi, when the tiger, Richard Parker,
This lack of sentiment provokes mourning, as well as bewilderment in the human Pi, pointing to
35

mobiles, and cinema, see Shukin, Animal Capital.
36
Electric Animal,
37
National Army Museum, War Horse: Fact & Fiction

Similarly to interspecies research that draws the line when human inheritability is
ish television documentary War Horse: The Real Story
There is a scene in Steven Spielberg’s War Horse in which Joey, the heroic nag of the title,

39

The sentimentality of War Horse
Film itself produces the sentimentalized animal, and certainly the comment above,
book Animals in Film
that their sentimentalism and anthropomorphism create a comfortable complacency
for children to see? And what kind of imagery would be more true to the position of
His point is well-taken in War Horse, and it is not intended as
The realities that the horses faced would no doubt detract from the marketability of
ment over whether the animal should be considered on its own terms or understood
The history of cinema is itself literally a history of turning
contingent on the rendering industry, an ages-old practice-turned-industry of boiling
War Horse Animation World Network, 30 December 2011,
available at http://www.awn.com/articles/article/stealthy-and-seamless-war-horse
39
War Horse
The Telegraph,
2 March 2012, available at http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/tvandradio/9114272/War-Horse-the-Real-Storyadding-some-historical-heft-to-the-fable.html

Although
Animals in Film
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down animal by-products to create oils, soaps, glycerine, and, of course, gelatine—the
cinema’s animated effects to literally
a transfer of life from animal body to technological media passes virtually without

for Shukin is in recognizing the material histories that complicate these industries, and
War Horse

Am I a Horse or Am I a Puppet?
War Horse
who was inspired by conversations that he had in his local Devon pub about real
War Horse Fact & Fiction exhibit,

adapted for the stage by Nick Stafford and produced as a theatrical production for

shift from form to form creates a palimpsest of bodies, each seeming to prompt the
Although the transitions through forms have resulted in an accretion of life-like

War Horse’s popularity and commercial
and cinematic success may have generated a larger interest in the real-life horses that
And while placing puppets onstage rather than inan interspecies collaboration, the puppets successfully challenge the term, opening

Shukin, Animal Capital
National Army Museum, War Horse: Fact & Fiction
War Horse: The
Real Story, available at http://www.channel4.com/programmes/war-horse-the-real-story/4od (accessed 10

War Horse

Portrayed in the stage production by Handspring’s intricate life-sized, humancontrolled puppets, the animals slowly take on lives of their own through the huthe power of the puppetry, even if the production itself also evoked an otherwise too
frames covered with mesh and cloth and worn and operated by puppeteers who work

of emotional engineering that uses up-to-the-minute seventeen-century technology to
This shift from noun to verb is an important one, for it is a

War Horse is perhaps
unfair, because the (human-controlled) actual animal surely carries more weight than
culinary theatre, which creates pleasure
though arouses no action, or like the integrated
See the National Theatre’s War Horse website, available at http://www.warhorseonstage.com/puppetry
War Horse
TED
Talks, March 2011, available at http://www.ted.com/talks/handpring_puppet_co_the_genius_puppetry_behind_war_horse.html
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War Horse

scoping, knowledge of anatomy, and basic observation have been long used by Disney
and other animators and are now supplemented by motion-capture technologies, it
is only through this multilayered collaboration among designer, builder, actor, horse,

-

Brecht on Theatre
See the National Theatre’s War Horse
Demystifying Disney:
A History of Disney’s Feature Animation

War Horse
Handspring has
and so perhaps the move from noun
to verb, here created through a human-controlled mechanical technology, can function
50

51

horse puppets are human operated, we recognize them as performers in the process of
becoming-animal, a process that is predetermined to fail, although one that attempts

here perhaps that the affective charge might resonate or leave traces of an animality

concrete changes in the material world through an immaterial or fantastic medium,
magnetic power, like that of dreams, transforms the traditional rapport between action
52

Although unmediated by electronic or digital technologies, the

53

How notions of
and alliance will continue to play out is yet to be seen, but
these are terms increasingly being taken up by artists through not only performance,
collaboration is inevitably human-driven,
with the increasing visibility and interest in animal studies, more attention is being paid

Reappropriation
The replacement of War Horse
reinforces a capitalist turn that relies upon star power and here has revolved around
were played by horse-actor Finder, Joey was actually played by a team of thirteen (or
50

Electric Animal

51
52

Electric Animal

53

puppet Joey ran
http://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=75blE32JgoU
tudents are
Austin McQuinn and Mariel Supka, whose excellent projects on the animal voice and nonnative spe-
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fourteen, depending on the source) horses, representing the various ages and condi55

gization (and a sentimental one at that) of animals, there is a danger in the slippage

the overtly mediated animal, created through Handspring’s affective puppetry, by an
obliquely
the animal body without leaving room for us to think about the animal in any way that
is not concealed or pretending to be what it is not; it does not seem to memorialize the

animal, but, instead, the cinematic apparatus both reproduces and reappropriates the

already so mediated that we do not even realize when they revert back to machines

this scene is digitally rendered so that when Joey gallops alone through the war-torn
These
precautions are now standard procedures taken by the American Humane Society in
56

War Horse

in Finder—the real horse who starred as Joey—to get to the depth of Joey’s innermost
57

horses where the initial awareness is of the human actors underneath the moving legs
of the horses, the animal becomes unable to escape a loop of capitalist technological
55
War Horse does not differ from the human practices of having a child
actor portray a young version of the starring role, the multiple Joeys playing the horse’s conditions
throughout wartime and our inability to tell the difference among them differs considerably from
56

http://insidemovies.ew.com/2011/12/27/

war-horse-training-horses-joey/
57
For details on the treatment of the horses on the set of War Horse

War Horse
http://www.

Animatronics are intended to appear life-like, but as mechanized puppets, they are akin
as collaborator and is often visible, in this instance, the human is hidden and the anitrapped by capitalism
at the moment that he is trapped by the wire fencing, which is also a technology of
59
The mediation
draws viewers in to a point where the horse takes on human sentiment, and the mateThe making of War Horse

-

though no longer in battle—War Horse
60

However, reportedly other

than the no-man’s-land scene, War Horse
dustry that breaks down animal hides, bones, blood, and offal but instead invokes the new
Digital capitalism appears to have successfully spirited away the bad affect associated with
the boiling down of animal remains, reinventing rendering as an aesthetic notation for the
technological virtuality, on the one hand, while identifying computer-generated graphics
imagery, provocatively articulates virtual with biological animal capital to coin a new mode
61

The distinctions between animatronics and robotics are increasingly negligible, although animatronics, which is generally considered as life-like mechanized puppets, is often linked to the entertainment

http://www.geminoid.jp/en/index.html (accessed
59

Oklahoma explicitly raises the issue of the

WILL: (Scornfully; singing
URLY:

Six Plays by Rodgers and Hammerstein
60

available at http://www.indiewire.com/article/from-drive-to-melancholia-heres-why-2011-marked-a-shift-inthe-history-of-cinematography
http://www.moviemail.com/blog/cinematography/960-Is-Film-Dead/; and Edward

10-years-pleads-with-audiences-to-see-war-horse-on-the-big-screen
61
Shukin, Animal Capital
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This blurring of virtual and biological animal–capital tends to eliminate the space in
ated and emptied out by human practice and industry in order to be replaced by their
machinic, mediated representations, performance examples like Handspring’s horse
puppets might provide room for intervention, for traces of the human and animal to
seeing the living horses represented in War Horse
over and over to the images in my memory of the War Horse puppets and began to

with less or no experience of actual horses, it seems to me that a more authentic sense

hummingbird-turned-war-technology, a reappropriated animal body divorced from its
the trajectory of War Horse
have posed the possibility that it is with the horse puppet, the prototype for the real
-

it allows this space, but is unfortunately subsumed in its own ongoing relations with
capital (War Horse

Collaborative Considerations
their hyena puppet created for their Faustus in Africa
62

with articulated limbs covered in translucent material, became the prototype for their
Tall Horse, which was
ask if they could design a horse, and the rest is War Horse
various threads of this research, looking at the images from Hyena, to the horses, to
62

Faustus in Africa
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of metal spiky legs and a tangle of wires for a body, the two forms bear an unlikely

the cheetah’s lack of face denies it any ethical possibility of coming face to face with
to move as a robotic form does and lacking the possibility of an alliance; whereas the
an alliance with a human, thus exposing the seams in the animal–capital loop and
Human investment in the animal body is deeply complicated and, increasingly, as
the production of War Horse from sentimental stories based on real animals, to their pupfrom a parallel relationship between animal and machine to the replacement of one by

War Horse began to reanimate
a sense of the horse through the human, animal, and technological exchanges, what
War Horse examples and their commercial success
The triangulation necessary to become-animate and investigate the multidirectional
interspecies possibilities that are balanced can perhaps best occur in collaborative art
sentations have the ability to move us, it is in the space of theatre that we might begin
63

The Postmodern Animal,
argues that, in fact, “[s]entimentality matters
rightly fear appearing to be sentimental because it will be taken to indicate a lack of
Artists, such as those mentioned above, explore

animals foreground the animals’ environments, the encounter attempts to be on the
65

laborative art pieces engaging with animal–human encounters, describing their work
as setting out “to challenge anthropocentric systems and thinking that sanction loss

63

Haraway, When Species Meet
The Postmodern Animal
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com/

http://www.ollysuzi.
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The theatrical production of War Horse positions itself between these two poles;

creations, resulting in a serious collaboration among human, animal, and technolteaches
and suggests that “the technologies that have been emerging (or have become more
67

face of climate change, extinction, and global environmental problems, and we need
to work, as she tells her students, to “
A
world with animals will hopefully increasingly mean a world of interspecies collaborais what the complicated triangulations of War Horse

66

Uncertainty in the City
http://www.snaebjornsdottirwilson.com/uncertainty.

php
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(2009–10), available on her website at http://www.interspeciescollaboration.net/

